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Introduction
The Rhode Island Rapid Response Team (RI RRT) was formed in 2013 and
is based in the Rhode Island Department of Health (RIDOH). Core
members include the RIDOH Center for Food Protection (CFP), the RIDOH
Center for Acute Infectious Disease Epidemiology (CAIDE), the RIDOH
State Health Laboratory (SHL), the Rhode Island Department of
Environmental Management’s (RI DEM) Division of Agriculture, and the
FDA Northeast District Office (FDA DO) (see Figure 1). While many
capacity building activities have been accomplished in past years, a recent
transition into a maintenance phase of operations has shifted our focus to
refining the methods in which our team members evaluate responses and
funnel feedback into actions for improvement. This past RRT grant year
(2018-2019), these collaborative activities have yielded several products to
improve RI RRT outbreak response activities.

Methods (cont.)

Results and Discussion (cont.)

Once needs were identified, resources were developed and reviewed
through several mediums (see Figure 2): weekly meetings held between
CFP and CAIDE; RI RRT steering committee meetings; and ad hoc
meetings held between applicable team members, such as a CFP all-staff
training.

Figure 2. RI RRT Continuous Program Improvement Activities
Figure 4. New RI RRT Onsite Investigation Checklists

Results and Discussion

Once all investigations have been completed, team members meet for a
close-out meeting. Here all information is assessed, including
epidemiological information, laboratory findings, and environmental health
findings, and the pathogen and contributing factors for an outbreak are
agreed upon. Time from notification of outbreak to a first and last control
measure are tracked using the after-action review.

During the 2018-2019 RRT grant year, continuous improvement
contributed to several new resources that have helped to improve RI RRT
foodborne outbreak responses (see Figure 3).
Figure 1. RI RRT Member Agencies

Methods
The RI RRT has adopted methods for continuous process improvement to
identify strengths and opportunities for improvement regarding foodborne
outbreak responses. We typically foster feedback through a few
mechanisms (see Figure 2):
 suggestions for improvement from after action reviews (AARs);
 an annual use of the RRT capability assessment tool (CAT); and
 regularly scheduled CIFOR evaluation meetings between RRT partners.
After action reviews are conducted through online surveys or in person
after significant foodborne outbreak responses or exercises. The CAT is
completed annually along with FDA DO partners and any metrics that
shows areas for improvement is discussed. Finally, CFP and CAIDE
regularly hold meetings to assess how the RI RRT’s responses compare to
CIFOR’s Guidelines for Foodborne Disease Outbreak Response. Some
resources are developed or improved as a need arises through other
mechanisms. Improvements are tracked through shared spreadsheets.

A redesigned Foodborne Illness Complaint Form for intake of
complaints has new variables intended to improve outbreak detection. New
fields asking about contact information and shared household for other ill
individuals are aimed at confirming an outbreak which should hopefully
increase the number of outbreaks detected.
Several resources were designed to improve onsite investigations and
environmental assessments based on feedback from after action reviews:
 Two complimentary Onsite Investigation Checklists provide a
default list of key investigation tasks, divided into two roles (see Figure
4). These are helpful for outbreak detection team members to
communicate investigation priorities based on preliminary findings.
 An Outbreak Investigation Report was updated as means for
investigators to summarize findings with other team members. Notably,
the new report now includes a list of control measures to select from,
and a section to discuss the food flow of suspect food vehicles.
 An Employee Illness Screening Form was developed for
investigators to keep track of which employees at an establishment were
asked about gastrointestinal illness, and to better coordinate with other
team members who conduct follow up calls to employees.
 A Suspect Food Description Report was developed to formally
capture the food flow of a suspect food conducted during an
environmental assessment.

Figure 3. New RI RRT Resources for Improved Foodborne Outbreak
Responses
The hope is that all these resources will reduce the likelihood of forgetting
to implement certain control measures that require a follow up onsite visit,
and as a result, ultimately shorten the time from notification of an outbreak
to the last control measure. Additionally, improved communication about
suspect food vehicles and food flows through these reports will hopefully
increase the likelihood of determining a contributing factors for an
outbreak.
Finally, Environmental Sampling Videos were developed in
conjunction with the New York Center of Excellence so that investigators
can quickly refresh their knowledge of environmental sampling. More
strategic sampling will hopefully increase the likelihood of finding a
pathogen present in a facility and would increase likelihood of confirming a
pathogen and identifying a contributing factor for a particular outbreak.

Not enough time has elapsed after the development of these resources to
show a measurable change in responses, although anecdotally these new
documents have assisted us in being more communicative and organized
during outbreak responses.

Conclusion
Through continuous process improvement mechanisms, the RI RRT has
developed a handful of new resources over the past grant year. These have
largely been suggested by team members through after-action reviews or
were found to be a need through regular evaluation meetings where CIFOR
best practices are compared to existing procedures. New documents are
intended to be used by RI RRT staff for outbreak detection, onsite
investigations, environmental assessments, and close-out meetings. While
it is too soon to show any measurable changes in response, it is our hope
that over time these new resources will help us to increase the number of
outbreak detected, shorten the time from notification of an outbreak to the
last control measure, and increase the percentage of outbreaks with a
confirmed pathogen and with an identified contributing factor.

